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splietHoFF GroUp
The Spliethoff Group is one of the largest ship management companies 
in the Netherlands. With almost over a century of maritime expertise  
behind it, the Amsterdam-headquartered Group has a broad portfolio of 
specialised services in sectors including dry cargo, breakbulk & project 
cargo (Spliethoff TM) project & heavy lifts (BigLift Shipping TM), container  
& Ro-Ro cargo and door-to-door services (Transfennica & Transfennica 
Logistics TM), shortsea (Wijnne Barends TM) and yacht transport (Sevenstar 
Yacht Transport ®).  

With a rich maritime heritage, Spliethoff Group provides quality services 
of the highest industry standards. A dedicated team of professionals is 
committed to making sure all cargoes are handled safely and efficiently. 
Drawing on Spliethoff’s in-house engineering and logistic capacities, the 
companies within the Group work closely together to arrive at integrated 
and cost-effective solutions for clients. The Spliethoff Group operates a 
large and modern fleet of more than 100 vessels ranging in size from 
2,100 to 23,000 tonnes. Versatility and flexibility are at the heart of the 
Group’s customer service and this is reflected in the fleet, which includes 
multipurpose, geared tween deckers, heavy lift vessels, shortsea vessels, 
Ro-Ro vessels and semi-submersible vessels. The company is used to 
operate in challenging areas, almost all the vessels have Swedish/Finnish 
Ice Class 1A and some even 1A Super.

FOR ALL TYPES OF DRY CARGO



saFetY is a top prioritY

The Spliethoff Group is committed to the safety of its employees,  
contractors and third parties, the vessels and their cargoes. As well as 
adhering to the very latest industry safety standards, the company works 
hard to identify risks and provides specific training about any new topics 
or special projects, ensuring employees are kept up to date. A special 
reporting and monitoring system is in place for risk analysis and  
management, including hazard identification. 

MiniMisinG tHe enVironMental Footprint 

Reducing the environmental footprint and energy consumption is always 
high on the agenda and in line with this, the Group has high maintenance 
standards and employs experienced crew who work hard to ensure that 
the operations have as little impact on the environment as possible.

The Group endeavours to limit and reduce emissions such as SOx, NOx 
and CO2 by operating vessels with exhaust gas cleaning systems, cleaning 
waste and ballast water, taking measures to prevent any oil spillage and 
by following a strict waste management plan. 

saFetY and enVironMent



carGo proFessionals 

A great variety of cargoes - from bulk to heavy and over-sized cargoes 
- often for long-standing clients in many different industries, are carried 
worldwide by the versatile fleet. 
Each cargo is unique and has individual requirements. The team of highly 
skilled professionals has decades of experience and the mindset to think  
creatively, enabling the Spliethoff Group to offer innovative and safe  
solutions for technically and logistically challenging projects. 

Meticulous planning, coordination and supervision ensure safe and  
efficient transportation and, when required, in-house engineering takes 
care of all the necessary preparations.
The Group people are used to challenges and they know the value of  
reliability. Tailor-made, carefully thought out solutions give customers 
peace of mind. 

SPECIALISTS IN CARGO HANDLING



Established in 1921, Spliethoff is the dry cargo and multipurpose specialist, 
which has built a reputation for its high quality standards and for being a 
reliable, loyal partner over the decades. The company has witnessed and 
played a part in many pioneering developments in the industry. This vast 
experience enables it to offer customers creative solutions to suit their 
requirements, which ensures that their cargo arrives swiftly and safely at 
its destination.

Spliethoff manages a fleet of over 50 modern, ice-classed, multipurpose 
vessels, ranging from 12,000 to 23,000 tonnes. All vessels are equipped 
with tween decks and cargo cranes. Additionally, the S-type vessels are 
equipped with sideloaders, enabling rapid and weather independent  
cargo operations of products such as paper and palletised cargoes. 

The highly trained and motivated personnel in Spliethoff global network, 
on board the ships and in ports all over the world are committed to  
maintaining quality standards. Spliethoff aims to be at the forefront of 
technological developments, which means that it is continually renewing 
the fleet to make sure it fits the requirements of today and those of the future.

WORLDWIDE OCEAN TRANSPORT

splietHoFF



Sevenstar Yacht Transport is the world’s leading provider of yacht  
transportation services. Serving a global network of destinations, ranging 
from the familiar to the exotic, Sevenstar Yacht Transport has a wealth of 
knowledge and many employees have been in the yacht transportation 
business for more than 20 years. They have experience but above all, 
they have passion for their work, wanting to ensure each and every yacht 
is looked after during its transit. Meanwhile, owners can relax, while the 
company delivers a swift and reliable service. Sevenstar understands the 
intricacies of yacht transport and the attention to detail expected from 
owners.

Sevenstar Yacht Transport is known for its specialism in lift-on, lift-off 
yacht transport and its dedicated partner DYT Yacht Transport manages 
two semi- submersible vessels, enabling the company to offer dedicated 
float-on, float-off yacht transport as well; whatever suits the customer.
Today, the company arranges the transport of motor and sailing yachts  
up to 60 m in length and 650 mt. 

Sevenstar EMT specialises in Exceptional Marine Transport. It has a  
bespoke professional engineering department to provide individual 
shipping solutions for exceptional craft such as tugs, dredgers, barges, 
pontoons and even marina docks. 

A SEA OF CHOICE...  
OCEANS OF EXPERIENCE

seVenstar YacHt transport



BiGliFt sHippinG

KEY IN HEAVY LIFT

BigLift Shipping is one of the world’s leading heavy lift ship management 
companies, specialised in the worldwide ocean transportation of heavy 
lift and project cargoes. BigLift strives for operational excellence and 
reliability, adhering to the highest Safety, Health, Environment and Quality 
standards and operating to strict time schedules.

Heavy lift transportation is a demanding business. Know-how and  
experience are vitally important. BigLift Shipping has an excellent Engineering 
& Operations Department with experts who tackle any challenge, providing 
innovative and flexible solutions for customers.
Given its 40 plus years in the heavy lift sector, the company has many 
long-standing clients, which regularly place their trust in BigLift. With a 
modern fleet of 15 specially-built heavy lift vessels, BigLift serves the oil  
& gas, mining and power generating industries, amongst many others.

Vessels have lifting capacities of up to 1,800 mt and a new specialised 
heavy lift vessel has been added to the fleet in 2014. Additionally, BigLift 
Shipping started a joint company BigRoll Shipping, which will have three 
new build MC-Class Module Carriers for the transportation of ultra large 
and heavy modular cargoes. Due to be delivered in 2015, the MC Class’ 
high Ice Class notation will make them ideal to operate in the Arctic regions 
and DP2 notation will facilitate direct offshore delivery of modules. 



WiJnne Barends

Wijnne Barends is the Group’s shortsea specialist and founded in 1855, 
it is one of the oldest ship management companies in the Netherlands. 
Based in Delfzijl, Wijnne Barends is a dynamic and flexible company that 
offers shipping, logistic services and ship management, including crewing 
to customers. 

Wijnne Barends Logistics operates four terminal locations within the 
Groningen Seaports and offers stevedoring, warehousing, forwarding and 
agency services. The company manages a fleet of shortsea vessels 
including affiliated captain- owned vessels. Wijnne Barends mostly serves 
Scandinavia, the Baltic States, Western Europe, the White and Black Seas 
and the Mediterranean.  
The company has in-house expertise for a broad range of commodities 
including sawn timber, peat moss, steel products, fertilisers, grains, wood  
pulp, biomass products and (recycled) woodchips. The high cubic vessels 
are well equipped for project cargo and the sea-river vessels regularly 
operate to Duisburg, Paris, Lake Vänern and many tidal ports along the 
French and British coast.

JUST ADD WATER



Transfennica is a leading, client and environmentally focused shipping 
company, providing fast and reliable transport with a fleet of 15 highly 
advanced, ice-strengthened multipurpose Ro-Ro vessels.

Established in 1976, the company offers short lead times with fixed schedules 
between continental Europe, Iberia, Estonia, Finland and Russia.  
Transfennica’s versatile fleet can practically carry any general cargo such as 
Sto-Ro, containers, trailers, cassettes, mobile and project cargoes, as well 
as IMDG-classified goods and temperature-controlled units. The extensive 
fleet includes in excess of 6,000 roll-trailer units, cassettes and 20’, 40’ and 
45’ high-cube, pallet-wide containers.

Short lead times are coupled with fast cargo handling, flexibility and high  
safety standards, as well as an extensive information technology backup.  
The skilled and dedicated employees work in partnership with customers  
and suppliers to achieve the high service levels expected in this market.

Transfennica Logistics is one of Spliethoff Group’s fastest growing  
companies, offering door-to-door container and trailer services suitable  
for dry and temperature controlled cargo. The company provides efficient  
solutions, which reduce costs by maximising the use of intermodal and  
contract logistics. Although customers are supported by the entire Spliethoff 
Group network, Transfennica Logistics also has its own offices and  
warehouses to optimise service levels. 

HIGHWAY OF THE SEA

transFennica 



splietHoFF GroUp tM

Radarweg 36
1042 AA  Amsterdam
The Netherlands
phone: +31 20 4488 400
fax: +31 20 4488 500
www.spliethoffgroup.com

splietHoFF’s BeVracHtinGskantoor tM

Radarweg 36 
1042 AA Amsterdam 
The Netherlands
phone: +31 20 4488 400
fax: +31 20 4488 500
email:  gogracht@spliethoff.com
www.spliethoff.com

seVenstar YacHt transport ®
Radarweg 36, 
1042 AA Amsterdam
The Netherlands
phone: +31 20 4488 590
fax: +31 20 4488 596
email:  info@sevenstar-yacht-transport.com
www.sevenstar-yacht-transport.com

BiGliFt sHippinG tM

Radarweg 36
1042 AA Amsterdam
The Netherlands
phone: +31 20 4488 300
email:  info@bigliftshipping.com 
www.bigliftshipping.com

WiJnne Barends tM

Handelskade Oost 5
9934 AR Delfzijl
The Netherlands
phone: +31 596 63 77 77
email:  info@wijnnebarends.com
www.wijnnebarends.com

transFennica tM

Radarweg 36
1042 AA Amsterdam
The Netherlands
phone: +31 20 4487 600
fax: +31 20 4487 666
email:  amsterdam@transfennica.com
www.transfennica.com
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